620 NE 3rd St, Suite A
McMinnville, OR 97128
Phone: (503) 468 4890

Position: C# Developer (ASP.NET or WPF/XAML)
Company Overview
Buildable, a custom software development company based in McMinnville OR, is looking for a C#
Developer (ASP.NET or WPF/XAML) to join our development team.
Who is Buildable? We are a team of dynamic and motivated people, creatives, engineers, and project
managers who build creative and innovative software solutions for our clients. We work hard, have a
sense of humor, value human connections, and invest in the ongoing training of our people. Great
people make great software.
We envision a world in which software development is an engine for creative thinking, efficient work,
and productive, happy organizations. We build software that serves people, not the other way
around. Our collaborative approach, Agile mindset, and passionate team combine to deliver
solutions that help our clients solve business challenges from the major to the mundane.
We offer competitive benefits, including: 90% company-paid medical, vision, and dental health care;
two weeks + all federal holidays (and extra days for Christmas and New Year’s) PTO; and safe harbor
401(k) matching. We are located in charming downtown McMinnville in the heart of Oregon wine
country.

Position Description
We are looking for a C# Developer responsible for building C# ASP.NET applications or WPF/XAML
applications (or both!), including anything from backend REST API services to their client-end
counterparts. Your primary responsibilities will be to design and develop these applications, and to
coordinate with the rest of the team working on different layers of the infrastructure. Therefore, a
commitment to collaborative problem solving, sophisticated design, and quality product is essential.
The C# Developer duties include and are not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•

Translating application storyboards and use cases into functional applications
Designing, building, and maintaining efficient, reusable, and reliable C# code
Ensuring best-possible performance, quality, and responsiveness of applications
Identifying bottlenecks and bugs and devising solutions to these problems
Helping maintain code quality, organization, and automatization

Qualifications:
•

BS or MS in computer science, engineering, statistics, or related field

•

1-4 years of demonstrable experience required

•

Must be fully eligible to work in the United States

Technical Skill Requirements:

•

Proficient in C#, with a good knowledge of its ecosystems
Familiarity with the .NET framework
Proficiency with either ASP.NET or WPF/XAML

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strong understanding of object-oriented programming
Skill for writing reusable C# libraries
Familiar with various design and architectural patterns
Knowledge of concurrency patterns in C#
Familiarity with Microsoft SQL Server
Experience with popular web application frameworks (Angular preferred)
Familiarity with Windows Presentation Framework
Knack for writing clean, readable C# code
Understanding fundamental design principles behind a scalable application
Creating database schemas that represent and support business processes
Implementing automated testing platforms and unit tests
Proficient understanding of version control tools (Git)
Familiarity with continuous integration
Familiarity with Agile and Lean methodologies, Scrum framework

•

Fluency in both written and oral English

•
•

Location:
•

McMinnville, OR

The perfect candidate is one who:
•

Likes challenges and working in a fast-paced environment

•

Uses time wisely and asks for clear priorities

•

Understands the need to deliver key functionality first, then build out the details

•

Clarifies expectations and references before jumping into code

•

Takes time to prepare thoughtful questions and possible solutions

•

Has a real eye for detail and spotting design patterns

•

Enjoys following through and clearing ambiguity

•

Addresses conflict with empathy

•

Enjoys going the extra mile to deliver high-quality code

•

Values UX/UI design and seeks to understand best practices

•

Is well-spoken and communicates clearly and directly

•

Can grasp and convey effort-level of technical solutions

•

Takes initiative and enjoys helping others

•

Enjoys discussing and optimizing processes and systems

•

Is a lifelong learner

•

Truly believes “teamwork makes the dream work”

•

Enjoys “leaving no stone left unturned” and investigating the unknown

Ready to apply?
Please send inquiries to careers@buildableworks.com. Include PDFs of your resume and a cover
letter. Reference “C# Developer” in the subject line.
Buildable is an Equal Opportunity Employer. Buildable reserves the right to close the position at any
time before the deadline if it is fulfilled prior to the posted deadline.

